Grade 4RE

Essential Agreement

I will commit to....

- **Being respectful** by not interrupting and minding my own business – Tiana
- **Showing respect** by not speaking when the teacher is talking – Nuey
- **Being creative, thinking**, outside the box and learning from my mistakes- Olivia.W
- **Working cooperatively** as a team – Emma
- **Being committed** to finishing off set tasks – Bella/Sami
- **Showing respect** to my class mates – Sahitya
- **Being caring** by helping someone in need – Jorj
- **Showing commitment** with my learning – Lachlan
- **Respecting** other peoples belongings – Ibrahim
- **Being enthusiastic** about my learning – Carson
- **Being an inquirer** by asking questions – Ethan
- **Showing tolerance** by welcoming new students – Sree
- **Showing empathy** by understanding people emotions – Patrick
- **Being curious** by asking questions – Olivia
- **Being creative** and trying new ideas – Puluna
- **Showing respect** by keeping my hands to myself – Billy
- **Showing integrity** by telling the truth – Sophie
- **Being caring** by showing **respect** to everyone in the school grounds – Laith
- **Being respectful** by listening to my classmates and teacher in class – Cady
- **Appreciating** others effort and encouraging them to learn more - Patrick
- **Showing creativity** by adding new thoughts and materials in my projects – Zosia
- **Being confident** to speak in front of the class – Kyra
- **Being open-minded** by **respecting** others ideas an opinions – Sahitya
- **Being independent** by doing my work quietly – lara
- **Being a better communicator** in front of an audience and when with my friends – Olivia. S
- **Showing enthusiasm** by showing interest in my work – Sree
- **Showing cooperation** by working in unity with my classmates – Sahitya
- **Being committed** and showing endeavour in my learning